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Abstract

The excitation and detection of magnetization dynamics play key roles in the
field of spintronics and magnonics. In this thesis, we investigate a contactless
method of exciting nonlinear magnetization dynamics using a femtosecond
pulsed laser, and study the same with a Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS)
microscope. Further, we explore the synchronization characteristics of spin-Hall
nano-oscillator (SHNO) arrays and their applicability to neuromorphics and
Ising machines, using electrical measurement as well as optical measurements
utilizing a phase-resolved BLS microscope.

After a brief introduction to the basic phenomena and techniques, the
optical setup unique to this work is described in detail in Chapter 1. By
using a frequency comb to pump the system, a strong enhancement of the
weak scattering amplitude of the selected spin wave (SW) modes is observed.
Additionally, the pump laser can be focused down to the diffraction limit
and scanned along the focal plane to study the propagation characteristics of
elementary excitations.

Frequency-comb-enhanced BLS microscopy was used to excite SWs in NiFe
thin films (20 nm) and to study their characteristics. As the duration be-
tween consecutive pump pulses is shorter than the decay time of the magnons,
sustained coherent emission of selected SW modes was observed. The BLS
counts versus laser power follows a stronger than square dependence. This is
in accordance with the Bloch T3/2 law. The spatial map of the SW amplitude
depicts strong unidirectional propagation of the main SW mode, whose direc-
tion of propagation can be controlled by changing the angle of the in-plane
component of the applied field. An in-depth analysis of SW propagation at
different fields showed a caustic X-pattern for high k-vector SWs, which has
potential applications in the field of magnonics.

Chapter 3 lays the emphasis on two-dimensional SHNO arrays that show
robust mutual synchronization up to arrays of 64 oscillators. Well-resolved
BLS maps of the magnetization dynamics in the 2D arrays show that the
oscillators in line with the direction of current synchronize first, which is
followed by the four chains synchronizing together at higher currents. The
applicability of 2D SHNO arrays in neuromorphics is demonstrated by injecting
two external microwave signals, creating a synchronization map, like the one
used for neuromorphic vowel recognition using vortex oscillators. Additionally,
at higher powers of the injected signal, we demonstrate phase binarization
of the microwave output using a phase-resolved BLS microscope. A direct
application for solving combinatorial optimization (CO) problems using a
SHNO array-based Ising machine is shown.
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Introduction

Light is a source of energy that can be utilized to excite materials, control
physical processes, and study underlying phenomena. In magnetism, ultrafast
demagnetization using laser pulses on the order of a few femtoseconds is
the fastest known magnetization quenching process, the discovery of which
opened up a new field of research called ultrafast magnetism. More than two
decades have passed since the seminal experiment on nickel showing rapid
demagnetization of the magnetic moment on a subpicosecond timescale [1],
yet the underlying phenomena of ultrafast demagnetization have not been
unraveled completely. Several groups have worked on the topic since then, on a
range of magnetic materials [1–5]. Rapid quenching has led to several interesting
phenomena, such as all-optical switching [6–10], emission of spin waves (SW)
[3, 11–17], THz emissions [18–20], laser-induced spin-transfer torque (STT)
[21], emission of super-diffusive spin currents [22–25], and laser-induced phase
transformations [26, 27]. Each of these findings has led to interesting research
areas with potential technological applications.

Spin waves (SWs) or magnons (the quanta of SWs) lie at the heart of
magnonics. In contrast to conventional CMOS-based electronics operating at
a few GHz, magnons can operate at several tens of GHz and have a shorter
wavelength than their electromagnetic counterparts at a similar frequency, and
have thus come to play an important role in the development of faster, smaller,
and more energy efficient devices in this era where the internet of things (IoT)
has become an integral part of human life. The generation, manipulation,
and detection of SWs are key processes for implementing logic functions in
magnonic devices[28–31]. SWs can be generated using microwave antennas
[32–34] or STT-driven oscillations [35–43]. Alternatively, pulsed laser excitation
is a contactless way of generating SWs in magnetic materials, and gives a
notable advantage in terms of freedom to move the SW emission spot without
changing the sample layout. To date, many groups have conducted single-
pulse experiments [3, 11–14, 44–46], where the system returns to equilibrium
before the arrival of a second pulse. Very few studies have attempted sustained
coherent excitation of SWs [47–49] using high repetition-rate lasers [15, 16].

STT-driven oscillations in nanoscale spintronic devices have shown a multi-
tude of non-linear magnetization dynamics, such as high-frequency oscillations
[50, 51], propagating SWs [36, 37, 52, 53], SW bullets [35, 54–56], and magnetic
droplets [57–60]. However, these devices suffer from certain disadvantages such
as low output power and high phase noise. These drawbacks can be mitigated
by synchronizing multiple oscillators. Although reading the microwave out-
put electrically is both faster and more practical, optical study using BLS
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microscopy (µ−BLS) allows us to spatially map the magnetization dynamics.
Spin-Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs) are a class of STT-based oscillators that
operate through high-density pure spin-currents being injected into a ferro-
magentic layer due to the spin-Hall effect in the adjacent heavy metal layer
[61, 62]. The possibility of fabricating large ensembles of SHNOs, and the easy
accessibility they offer for optical study makes them an interesting candidate.
Robust mutual synchronization of a chain of nine SHNOs has already been
shown [63]. The phenomenon of synchronization has been proven useful for
several alternative non-von Neumann computing paradigms.

The goal of this thesis is to explore the generation and detection of non-
linear magnetization dynamics mainly using light. The thesis is hence focused
on i. sustained coherent emission of spin waves using GHz frequency combs
in NiFe thin films, and studying their characteristics and tunability using
an integrated highly sensitve µ−BLS setup with a six-pass tandem Fabry-
Perot Interferometer (TFPI); and ii. Robust mutual synchronization of two-
dimensional arrays of SHNOs, and their application in computing paradigms
such as neuromorphics and Ising machines.

This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the basic physics that is vital to the understanding

of concepts and results in the thesis. A description of sample fabrication
and experimental techniques used in the thesis is given, including a detailed
description of the optical setup unique to this work. The two optical systems—
a femtosecond-pulsed pump system operating at a GHz repetition rate and
a continuous wave probe system called a Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS)
microscope—have been integrated.

Chapter 2 begins with the technical details of the integrated frequency-
comb-enhanced BLS microscopy, which can be used in various fields of research.
The scanning system with strongly focused laser beams makes this particular
setup nearly ideal for the nanoscopic injection and detection of SWs. Emission
of both localized and propagating SWs on thin Permalloy (NiFe) films was
observed. Due to the greater duty cycle of the pumping system, a sustained
coherent emission of selected SW modes was achieved. The BLS counts versus
laser power shows a non-linear, stronger than square, dependence. This is
in accordance with the square dependence of the counts with the coherent
magnon number and the Bloch T3/2 law. Strong directional propagation of
SWs was demonstrated with propagation up to 4 µm from the center of the
excitation spot. The direction can be controlled by tuning the angle of the
in-plane component of the applied field. Detailed analysis of the X-shaped
caustic mode propagation observed in NiFe is presented at the end of the
chapter. The observed caustic angle varied from 66− 74◦ for the 8 GHz mode,
with increasing magnetic field strength.

Chapter 3 then focuses on the synchronization characteristics of two-
dimensional SHNO arrays. A record-breakingly high quality factor of 170,000
was achieved by synchronizing up to 64 oscillators. Scanning BLS measure-
ment for the 2D array showed that the oscillators in line with the direction
of the applied current synchronize first, and are followed by the four chains
synchronizing together at higher currents. This is further exploited in the

2

applicability of the 2D SHNO array to neuromorphic computing. By injection
locking the four chains with two radio frequency (RF) inputs at double the
oscillator frequency, the synchronization maps shown in Ref. [64] were repro-
duced. In the last section of the chapter, a unique SHNO-based Ising machine
is demonstrated. A 1×2 and a 2×2 array of SHNOs are injection locked using
an external RF source at nearly double the oscillator frequency. By modulating
the power of the RF input, it is shown that the output power hops between
low and high states. Phase-resolved BLS measurements on the two devices
clearly show the different phase configurations for a given operating point set
by tuning the applied field.

The final chapter summarizes the entire thesis, and the future prospects
for the study of non-linear magnetization dynamics using light are discussed.
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1
Background and techniques

1.1 Basic Phenomena

1.1.1 Magnetization dynamics
Classically, the magnetic moment m of an atom is defined by the angular
momentum L (Eq. 1.1) of the unpaired valance electron orbiting around the
nucleus.

m = −γL, (1.1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. In the presence of a homogeneous external
magnetic field H , the magnetic moment experiences a torque τ = ∂L

∂t = m×H
perpendicular to both H and m. This torque leads to Larmor precession of
the magnetic moment around the applied field at a frequency ω = −γH. The
precessional torque TP on the moment is given by the equation

∂m

∂t
= −γ

(
m×H

)
= TP (1.2)

Uniform precession is idealistic, and experience shows the presence of a
damping torque that pushes the magnetic moment to align with the applied
magnetic field. This damping torque is perpendicular to the precessional torque
(m ×H) and the magnetic moment (m). By introducing a proportionality
constant α, in the form of a material-dependent damping parameter, we can
write the damping term as:

TD =
−γα

m

[
m×

(
m×H

)]
(1.3)

By combining the torques in a magnetic system, we can write the equation
of motion of the magnetic moment in the presence of a magnetic field known as
the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation [65, 66]. It is straightforward to
replace the magnetic moment m by the magnetization M for a bulk material.
Since several internal fields contribute to the field acting on the magnetic
system, we can rewrite H as Heff, which is the sum of the demagnetizing field,
the Zeeman field, the anisotropy field, the exchange field, and so on. The LLG
equation can thus be written as:
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Figure 1.1: Precessional dynamics of the magnetization around the external
magnetic field showing the various terms of the LLGS equation.

∂M

∂t
= −γ

(
M ×Heff

)
− γα

M

[
M ×

(
M ×Heff

)]
(1.4)

To achieve steady state precession, it is necessary to apply a torque acting
opposite to the damping torque in Eq. 1.4. In 1996, Slonczewski [51] and
Berger [50] formulated a negative damping term to explain the negative torque
that arises in in a magnetic material as a result of the flow of a spin-polarized
current, known as spin-transfer torque (STT). The equation of motion then
becomes

∂M

∂t
= −γ

(
M ×Heff

)
− γα

M

[
M ×

(
M ×Heff

)]
+ τ

[
M ×

(
M ×P

)]
, (1.5)

where P is the spin polarization of the current and τ is the driving torque.
Eq. 1.5 is also known as the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert–Slonczewski (LLGS)
equation, and is the basis for understanding auto-oscillations in spin-torque
oscillators (STOs). STOs will be further described in later sections.

Ferromagnetic resonance

The absorption of energy from a transverse RF field is maximum when the
frequency of the RF field matches the precessional frequency (Eq. 1.2) of
the magnetic moment around the uniform magnetic field vector (H) in a
ferromagnet. This resonance condition is called ferromagnetic resonance (FMR).
The FMR frequency f0, for a thin film, magnetized in an arbitrary out-of-plane
(OOP) angle θ, is given by:

f0 =
µ0γ

2π

√
Hint(Hint +M0 cos2 θint) (1.6)

where θint and Hint are the OOP angle and the internal field and arise from
the effects of the demagnetizing fields and magnetization anisotropy, which

6

Figure 1.2: Semiclassical representation of spin waves in a one-dimensional
spin chain. a) Ground state b) excited state showing spin wave as a collective
excitation of precessing spins. c) Spin-wave dispersion relation

can be calculated using specific sets of boundary conditions

H cos θ = Hint cos θint
H sin θ = (Hint + 4πM0) sin θint

(1.7)

1.1.2 Spin waves
Spin waves are low-lying collective excitation states in an ordered spin struc-
ture, positioned just above the magnetic ground state. Spin waves were first
introduced by Bloch in his seminal paper in 1930 [67]. Semiclassically, a 1D
spin wave can be represented as a constantly precessing chain of spins around
an effective magnetic field with a well-defined phase relation. A schematic
representation of spin waves in a one dimensional spin chain is given in Fig-
ure 1.2. The wavelength of the spin wave is then given by the length of the
chain, where the phase is rotated by 360◦.

Spins are better defined by quantum mechanical operators. Based on second
quantization principles, one can arrive at quanta of spin waves, called magnons
[68]. Let us begin with the Heisenberg Hamiltonian for a simple ferromagnet,
given by the equation

H = −1

2

∑
i,j

JijSi · Sj − gµBB0

∑
i

Sz
i , (1.8)

where Jij is the exchange interaction between sites i and j, Sj is the spin
angular momentum operator of site j, g is the Landé g-factor, µB is the Bohr
mangneton, and B0 is the field applied in the z direction. Sz

i is the z-component
of the spin angular momentum of site i. By applying the Holstein–Primakoff
transformation, which uses the magnon creation (a†j) and annihilation (aj)
operators and their Fourier transforms a†k and ak, we can rewrite Eq. 1.8 in
the reciprocal space as

H = A0 +
∑
k

ω(k)a†kak and (1.9)

ω(k) = gµBB0 + 〈Sz〉[J(0)− J(k)] (1.10)

A0 is a constant that is independent of the creation and annihilation operators
and represents the ground state energy. The second term in Eq. 1.9 repre-
sents quasiparticle excitations of frequency ω(k). In the low temperature limit,
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Figure 1.3: Spontaneous magnetization of a ferromagnet against temperature.

〈Sz〉 −→ S. Eq. 1.10 is the spin wave dispersion relation. In the low tempera-
ture approximation, the spin-wave dispersion is depicted in Figure 1.2.c, where
gµBB0 represents the magnon band gap.

Bloch T3/2 law

The magnetization (M) of a ferromagnet decreases as a function of increasing
temperature, as shown in Figure 1.3 (Note: M is normalized with the spon-
taneous magnetization (Ms), which is the magnetization at absolute zero).
According to Weiss theory, the origin of order in ferromagnets lies in an effective
molecular field that arises from the alignment of the magnetic moments. At a
particular critical temperature, the Curie temperature (TC), the spontaneous
magnetization approaches zero. In Figure 1.3, the magnetization is proportional
to (TC − T )b (represented by the blue dotted line) near the critical region
(T = TC), where b is the critical exponent. The deviation from the Curie–Weiss
law observed at low temperatures can be explained using the spin wave theory
developed by Bloch. The number of magnons (nm) at a given temperature T
is given by
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Here the density of states, g(ω), is proportional to the square root of the
angular frequency ω at low temperatures. By replacing g(ω) by ω1/2 and
solving the resulting integral, we arrive at the relation

Ms −M

Ms
= aT 3/2, (1.12)

where a is the proportionality constant. Figure 1.3 shows the red dotted line
which fits the curve of M against T quite accurately at low temperatures.
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1.1.3 Spin Hall Nano-Oscillators

Spin-polarized charge currents, or pure spin currents, flowing through a mag-
netic layer can induce a torque on the local magnetization, called the spin-
transfer torque (STT). In Section 1.1.1, we have seen that the precessional
dynamics of a magnetic layer can be sustained by introducing a torque (such
as the STT) in the direction opposite to the damping torque. Sustained magne-
tization precession, also known as auto-oscillations (AO), are intense nonlinear
spin wave processes and require high (spin) current densities. Advances in
nanofabrication methods have made it possible to achieve such high current
densities in nanoscale devices. Devices that work on the STT principle to
achieve auto-oscillation are known as spin torque oscillators (STOs), and can
be broadly classified as spin torque nano-oscillators (STNOs) and spin Hall
nano-oscillators (SHNOs) [61, 62, 69–72]. The operation of STNOs is based on
spin polarized currents generated by the STT, while SHNOs make use of the
spin Hall effect [73–76] (SHE) to generate pure spin currents. Several sample
geometries have been fabricated and studied by various groups.

This thesis focuses on one particular device geometry—a nanoconstriction
of a HM–FM bilayer. Nanoconstriction-based SHNOs were first designed by
Demidov et al. [62]; in these devices, current flowing through the HM layer
results in spin accumulation on its two interfaces, as a result of the strong
spin–orbit (SO) coupling. The diffusion of spins from the HM layer to the FM
layer occurs at the HM–FM interface, causing a transverse flow of spin current
in the device, thus exciting the dynamics in the magnetic system (Eq. 1.5).
The spin diffusion process, however, is not lossless [77–80]: its efficiency is
given by the ratio of the diffused spin current to the injected charge current,
denoted by ξSH. This ratio is always smaller than the conventional spin Hall
angle (θSH), which is the ratio of the spin and charge current densities in the
given HM layer.

In Ref. [62] a NiFe/Pt bilayer was etched into a small nanoconstriction.
The spin current flowing from the Pt layer into the NiFe layer induces auto-
oscillation of the magnetization vector. The oscillating magnetization modifies
the resistance at the same frequency through anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR). The product of the oscillating resistance and the charge current then
appears as a microwave voltage across the two contact electrodes. The signal
can then be examined with a spectrum analyser. The origin of the AO modes,
based on the potential well created by the nonuniformity of the internal static
magnetic field, is explained by Dvornik et al. [81]. Since the read-out from
an SHNO depends on the AMR of the sample, which is much smaller than
GMR or TMR, the power of the microwave output is much smaller. However,
the ease of the design allows one to improve the output by fabricating many
devices laterally and operating them in a synchronized regime. SHNOs also
provide a direct way to study the AO modes with optical techniques, such as
Brillouin light scattering (BLS) and the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE).
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the phenomenological three-
temperature model and a plot showing the effective timescales of excitation
and relaxation for the three temperature baths.

1.1.4 Rapid demagnetization

More than two decades ago, the first experimental observation of ultrafast
demagnetization, on a subpicosecond time scale, was reported by Beaurepaire
et al. [1], leading to a new branch of magnetism where the magnetization
dynamics are excited and observed on unprecedentedly short timescales. The
pioneering experiment was performed on a Ni thin film, where the sample
was irradiated by 60 fs Ti:Sa laser pulses and the dynamics was observed
using the stroboscopic technique of the time-resolved Magneto-optical Kerr
effect (TR-MOKE). A phenomenological three-temperature model (3TM) was
used to describe the observed dynamical properties, where the temperatures
of electrons (Te), spins (Ts), and lattice (Tl) interact with each other on
different timescales (due to the different coupling constants ges, gsl, and gel
between the three subsystems), leading to the observed rapid demagnetization
phenomenon (see Figure 1.4). A microscopic implementation of the 3TM was
formulated by Koopmans et al. [82], as is referred to as the M3TM. In this
model, the spin relaxation is mediated by Elliott–Yafet (EY) spin-flip processes
for electron–phonon scattering events, where the probability of the spin-flip
process is denoted by asf . By applying Fermi’s golden rule for the Hamiltonian
of the system and solving the rate equations, we arrive at the set of differential
equations given below, which can be used to fit the experimental data and
obtain the spin-flip scattering probability for a given material.

Ce
dTe

dt
= −gel(Te − Tl) + P (t), (1.13)

Cl
dTl

dt
= gel(Te − Tl) (1.14)

dm

dt
= Rm

Tl

TC

[
1−m coth

(
mTC

Te

)]
(1.15)
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Figure 1.5: Effects of ultrashort laser pulses on metallic ferromagnets. Figure
adapted from [3] with permission.

Ce and Cl are the specific heat capacities of the electron and the phonon
subsystems. TC is the Curie temperature of the ferromagnetic material. m =
M/Ms is the relative magnetization. R is a material-specific scaling factor
given by the relation

R ∝ asf
T 2
C

µat
, (1.16)

where µat is the atomic magnetic moment.
Several important physical phenomena have been observed as a consequence

of femtosecond laser excitation of magnetic materials. While the quenching
of the magnetic moment, in typically less than a picosecond, is the primary
effect in ferromagnetic metals, it is also possible to launch spin waves on
the nanosecond timescale [3]. Additionally, in antiferromagnetic materials, a
phase transition can be detected, where the ordering of the magnetic moments
undergoes a transition from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic upon laser
excitation. The switching of magnetic moments due to circularly polarized light
and their toggle switching due to linear polarized light, as seen in ferrimagnets,
have given rise to new technological possibilities, where ultrashort laser pulses
can be utilized to achieve the fastest ever switching of magnetic domains in
magnetic recording media.

For thin ferromagnetic films with the external field pointing out-of-plane
(OOP), the magnetization M at equilibrium is directed at an angle θM OOP,
as depicted in Figure 1.5.I. Upon laser excitation by a femtosecond laser pulse,
the energy from the photons is absorbed by the electrons, which are rapidly
thermalized. The almost instantaneous temperature increase of the electrons
causes the magnetic moments to quench, and the material is demagnetized
in about 50–100 femtoseconds. A new equilibrium angle, θ′M , depicted in
Figure 1.5.IIa, is then defined by the new effective field, resulting from both
a loss of demagnetization field and a possible change in anisotropy strength.
In region IIb, the magnetization precesses around the equilibrium orientation,
while |M| relaxes back, typically on the timescale of a few tens of picoseconds.
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Over a longer timescale, from subnanoseconds to a few nanoseconds (Region
III), the magnetization precesses coherently around the equilibrium angle and,
due to inherent damping in the material, the magnetization eventually realigns
with the original effective magnetic field. The data in Figure 1.5 is reproduced
from Ref. [3].

1.1.5 Light scattering by magnons

The scattering of light is a phenomenon where an electromagnetic wave with
a certain energy Ein and wave vector kin is incident on a particle, and is
absorbed and then re-emitted with either the same or different energy Eout and
momentum kout. The difference between the energies, on the one hand, and
the momenta on the other, of the incident and scattered beams, are the energy
and momentum absorbed or emitted by the particle, based on their respective
conservation laws. Scattering can be classified into two main categories: elastic
scattering, such as reflection and Rayleigh-like scattering, where ∆E = Eout −
Ein = 0, and inelastic scattering, such as Raman and Brillouin scattering,
where ∆E �= 0. Inelastic scattering can be further separated into Stokes and
anti-Stokes scattering, in which the energy of the scattered light is respectively
less or greater.

The inelastic scattering of light by magnons and acoustic phonons is called
Brillouin light scattering (BLS). In contrast to Raman scattering, which is
mostly due to optical phonons in solids or vibrational modes of molecules
in liquids, in the range of THz, magnons and acoustic phonons fall into the
MHz, GHz, and sub-THz region. Since the wavevector of visible light is much
smaller than that of magnons or phonons, only those phonons or magnons
close to the Brillouin zone center can be detected. The general mechanism of
scattering of light in solids depends on the variation in the permittivity tensor.
In inelastic scattering, the variation of the permittivity, leading to induced
dipoles, radiates light with a different energy. The change in energy is related
to the energy of the created or annihilated mode. In the case of phonons, the
polarization of the light is preserved. However, the selection rules in magnetic
states result in the rotation of the light’s polarization by 90 degrees. We can
thus study phonons and magnons separately.

The intensity of the scattered light is given by the square of the electric field
(E). Since BLS is a time averaged technique, the measured BLS intensity (IBLS)
is proportional to 〈(E)2〉. Consider a set of N scatterers where Ei is the electric
field component of the ith scatterer. For this case IBLS ∝ 〈(

∑
Ei)

2〉. If the N
scatterers are incoherent, then IBBLS ∝ 〈

∑
E2

i 〉 since 〈EiEj〉 = 0 for i �= j.
Contrarily, if the N scatterers are coherent, then 〈EiEj〉 = 〈E2

i 〉. In our case
N is the number of magnons. Hence the BLS intensity for incoherent magnons
is proportional to N and in-phase coherent magnons show IBLS ∝ N2 and a
destructive interference gives zero BLS intensity.
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Figure 1.6: A schematic representation of the process of magnetron sputtering.

1.2 Experimental Techniques

1.2.1 Deposition of thin films

The study samples were deposited on to a sapphire or silicon substrate using a
technique called sputtering, which involves the deposition of atoms or molecules
onto a substrate after being ejected from a target through bombardment
with high energy particles (plasma). The entire process takes place in a high
vacuum controlled chamber filled with inert gas (typically argon) at around 3
mTorr pressure. In this present thesis, an AJA Phase II magnetron sputtering
device was employed. Magnetron sputtering techniques use a magnet behind
the cathode to trap the free electrons from bombarding the substrate (See
Figure 1.6). This technique has the advantage of higher sputtering rates than
conventional sputtering systems. An AJA phase II system consists of seven
confocal sputtering guns arranged in a circular fashion at the bottom of the
vacuum chamber. It uses both DC and RF sources to excite plasma around
metal and insulator targets, with three guns being available for use at one time.
The substrate is loaded upside down using a manipulator via a load–lock. This
technique also produces higher-quality thin film than evaporation methods. A
20 mm × 20 mm epipolished c-plane sapphire substrate was chosen. This choice
of substrate was deliberate, in order to avoid thermalization issues resulting
from the absorption of energy from the focused laser spots. Since sapphire
transmits nearly 90% of the light in the visible through ultraviolet range,
almost no electromagnetic energy is absorbed from the two lasers. Sapphire is
also a better conductor of heat than conventional silicon oxide wafers. Different
layers of thin films were sputtered in situ without breaking the vacuum. The
NiFe layers were coated with SiOx capping to avoid oxidation of the metallic
surface.
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Figure 1.7: Fabrication line of spin Hall nano-oscillator arrays

1.2.2 Fabrication of SHNO
A detailed description of the fabrication steps for different types of SHNO
devices can be found in [83–85]. Figure 1.7 shows the step-by-step process. The
sputtering chamber was maintained under high vacuum with a constant flow
of Ar at 3 mTorr pressure. Ni80Fe20 (3 nm), Hf (0.5 nm), and Pt (5 nm) were
sputtered on a highly resistive silicon substrate with six times greater thermal
conductivity than sapphire. The Hf interlayer improved the magnetodynamic
properties of the soft ferromagnetic layer [86]. The layers were then covered
by hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist by spin coating, and the constriction
pattern was written onto this using an electron-beam lithography machine
at 100 kV (Raith EBPG 5200). The exposure rate was set to 2000 µC/cm2.
The sample was dipped into a developer solution to remove the unexposed
parts. Using an ion beam etching process at 30◦ incident angle to the film
normal, the patterns were transferred onto the trilayer. A thin layer of silicon
dioxide remained on the constriction region as protection againt oxidation. To
make effective CPW contacts, a positive photoresist was deposited and defined
by optical lithography. A very short exposure to buffer HF (BOE) suffices
to remove the oxide layer at the end of the mesa, in order to fabricate the
electrical contacts. The sample was loaded into the sputtering chamber, where
700 nm Cu and 20 nm Pt were sputtered consecutively. The excess was then
removed by lift-off process using a warm resist remover. As a final step, the
sample was sequentially immersed in isopropanol and distilled water to ensure
removal of the residual particles.

1.2.3 Microwave measurement setup
The read out of the auto-oscillations in SHNOs is based on the oscillating
resistance of the sample base on the AMR. A custom-made probe was used to
pass a DC current through the constriction and read out the microwave voltage.
The device was placed in the presence of an external magnetic field (GMW
Associates) applied at an oblique azimuthal or OOP angle from the surface of
the device, θ; φ is the IP angle measured from the line passing perpendicular
to the flow of current. As the spin current transfers from the heavy metal layer
to the ferromagnetic layer, negative damping causes self-sustained oscillations
of the magnetic moment. The AMR effect causes the precession to give rise to
an oscillating resistance at the same frequency. The oscillating resistance thus
results in an oscillating voltage in the GHz range. Using a bias-tee, the DC
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and RF components of the voltage are separated and sent respectively to a
sourcemeter and a spectrum analyzer. Since the signal due to AMR is weak, the
RF signal is amplified with a low noise amplifier (LNA) before being captured
by a Rhode & Schwarz FSV-40 spectrum analyzer. Previously chosen values
of resolution bandwidth (RBW) and video bandwidth (VBW) were used to
capture meaningful values of linewidth and power. To remove the background
noise, a spectrum was captured at a very low current prior to analysis, and
subsequently subtracted from the actual spectra to obtain clean AO spectra.
The data presented are in dB over noise (or simply dB). The measured PSDs
are fitted to symmetric Lorentzian functions to determine the peak frequency,
signal coherency (linewidth), and peak power. A Keithley 2450 sourcemeter
was used as a current source and a voltmeter for the DC measurements.

Injection locking

Two signal generators (Rhode & Schwarz SMA 100B units) were coupled to the
above setup, with a signal coupler and a circulator to inject external signals,
in order to lock the SHNOs to specific frequencies definded by the external
signal; injection locking was always done at twice the frequency of the SHNO.
This is called parametric pumping of the oscillators. The circulator is used to
prevent the external signal from burning the LNA. Extra precautions were also
taken by choosing the operational bandwidth of the LNA to be much lower
than the pumping frequency of the external RF signal.

1.2.4 Brillouin light scattering microscopy (µ−BLS)
A significant part of the study of magnetization dynamics in this thesis was
conducted using a µ−BLS setup. BLS microscopy can measure the amplitude
and the spectrum of the spinwaves in a microscopic area. A linearly polarized
continuous wave laser (532 nm) is focused down to the diffraction limit on the
sample under a microscope objective. The light that is scattered back from
the sample is collected through the same objective. While most of the light
undergoes a Rayleigh type scattering, a small portion is scattered from the
magnons and acoustic phonons. The photons either gain energy (anti-Stokes)
or lose energy (Stokes) from the inelastic scattering. Since the polarization of
the light scattered from magnons is rotated by 90◦, we can filter this out using
a high extinction-ratio polarizer. The back scattered light is then directed onto
a six-pass Tandem Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (TFPI), which analyses the
shift in frequency by comparing it with a reference signal that is fed directly
into the device. BLS microscopy consists of four parts:

1. Probe laser setup

2. Illumination optics

3. Stabilization system

4. Interferometry
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sputtered on a highly resistive silicon substrate with six times greater thermal
conductivity than sapphire. The Hf interlayer improved the magnetodynamic
properties of the soft ferromagnetic layer [86]. The layers were then covered
by hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist by spin coating, and the constriction
pattern was written onto this using an electron-beam lithography machine
at 100 kV (Raith EBPG 5200). The exposure rate was set to 2000 µC/cm2.
The sample was dipped into a developer solution to remove the unexposed
parts. Using an ion beam etching process at 30◦ incident angle to the film
normal, the patterns were transferred onto the trilayer. A thin layer of silicon
dioxide remained on the constriction region as protection againt oxidation. To
make effective CPW contacts, a positive photoresist was deposited and defined
by optical lithography. A very short exposure to buffer HF (BOE) suffices
to remove the oxide layer at the end of the mesa, in order to fabricate the
electrical contacts. The sample was loaded into the sputtering chamber, where
700 nm Cu and 20 nm Pt were sputtered consecutively. The excess was then
removed by lift-off process using a warm resist remover. As a final step, the
sample was sequentially immersed in isopropanol and distilled water to ensure
removal of the residual particles.

1.2.3 Microwave measurement setup
The read out of the auto-oscillations in SHNOs is based on the oscillating
resistance of the sample base on the AMR. A custom-made probe was used to
pass a DC current through the constriction and read out the microwave voltage.
The device was placed in the presence of an external magnetic field (GMW
Associates) applied at an oblique azimuthal or OOP angle from the surface of
the device, θ; φ is the IP angle measured from the line passing perpendicular
to the flow of current. As the spin current transfers from the heavy metal layer
to the ferromagnetic layer, negative damping causes self-sustained oscillations
of the magnetic moment. The AMR effect causes the precession to give rise to
an oscillating resistance at the same frequency. The oscillating resistance thus
results in an oscillating voltage in the GHz range. Using a bias-tee, the DC
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and RF components of the voltage are separated and sent respectively to a
sourcemeter and a spectrum analyzer. Since the signal due to AMR is weak, the
RF signal is amplified with a low noise amplifier (LNA) before being captured
by a Rhode & Schwarz FSV-40 spectrum analyzer. Previously chosen values
of resolution bandwidth (RBW) and video bandwidth (VBW) were used to
capture meaningful values of linewidth and power. To remove the background
noise, a spectrum was captured at a very low current prior to analysis, and
subsequently subtracted from the actual spectra to obtain clean AO spectra.
The data presented are in dB over noise (or simply dB). The measured PSDs
are fitted to symmetric Lorentzian functions to determine the peak frequency,
signal coherency (linewidth), and peak power. A Keithley 2450 sourcemeter
was used as a current source and a voltmeter for the DC measurements.

Injection locking

Two signal generators (Rhode & Schwarz SMA 100B units) were coupled to the
above setup, with a signal coupler and a circulator to inject external signals,
in order to lock the SHNOs to specific frequencies definded by the external
signal; injection locking was always done at twice the frequency of the SHNO.
This is called parametric pumping of the oscillators. The circulator is used to
prevent the external signal from burning the LNA. Extra precautions were also
taken by choosing the operational bandwidth of the LNA to be much lower
than the pumping frequency of the external RF signal.

1.2.4 Brillouin light scattering microscopy (µ−BLS)
A significant part of the study of magnetization dynamics in this thesis was
conducted using a µ−BLS setup. BLS microscopy can measure the amplitude
and the spectrum of the spinwaves in a microscopic area. A linearly polarized
continuous wave laser (532 nm) is focused down to the diffraction limit on the
sample under a microscope objective. The light that is scattered back from
the sample is collected through the same objective. While most of the light
undergoes a Rayleigh type scattering, a small portion is scattered from the
magnons and acoustic phonons. The photons either gain energy (anti-Stokes)
or lose energy (Stokes) from the inelastic scattering. Since the polarization of
the light scattered from magnons is rotated by 90◦, we can filter this out using
a high extinction-ratio polarizer. The back scattered light is then directed onto
a six-pass Tandem Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (TFPI), which analyses the
shift in frequency by comparing it with a reference signal that is fed directly
into the device. BLS microscopy consists of four parts:

1. Probe laser setup

2. Illumination optics

3. Stabilization system

4. Interferometry
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Figure 1.8: Probe system using a continuous wave 532 nm green laser. The
optical components used in the setup are FI: Faraday isolator; E: etalon; W:
λ/2 waveplate; P: polarizer; BS: beam splitter; PBS: polarizing beam splitter;
L: lens; and PD: photo detector. The close up view of the sample shows the
scattering process occurring at the sample, and the equation represents the
law of conservation of energy and momentum.

Probe laser setup

The probe laser is a frequency-stabilized solid-state laser operating at 532 nm
wavelength with an extremely narrow bandwidth of less than 10 MHz (the
Spectra Physics Excelsior 300 mW laser). The output polarization from the
laser is s-polarized. To avoid thermal instabilities due to reflection back into
the laser, an optical diode (Thorlabs IO-3-532-LP) was used immediately after
the laser cavity (see Figure 1.8). A thermally stabilized etalon filter (TCF-2
from Table Stable) suppresses spurious sideband modes that might be present
in the otherwise highly monochromatic laser. A portion of the laser is then
deflected onto the TFPI as the reference beam using a beamsplitter (BS). The
intensity of the laser is controlled by a combination of λ/2−waveplate and a
film polarizer. The light is then directed through a Polarizing beamsplitter
cube into a 100× microscope objective (Zeiss-EC Epiplan Neofluar) with a
numerical aperture of 0.75. The scattered light is collected back through the
same objective. This implies that the maximum cone angle of the focusing
light is 49◦; subsequently, the maximum k-vector that can be detected by the
instrument is limited to kmax

sw = 17.8 rad/µm. Correspondingly, the shortest
detectable wavelength of the spin wave is λmin

sw = 350 nm. The back-scattered
light passes through a Glan–Thompson polarizer with an extinction ratio of
better than 100000:1. The orientation of the polarizer can be adjusted to let
through the light scattered either from magnons or from phonons.
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Illumination optics

To study devices such as SHNOs, the need to image the nanodevice is of
paramount importance for two reasons: First, to ensure that the laser is
focused on the right device. Second, to use the image as a feedback to stabilize
the stage, which has a fairly large thermal drift over a long period of time.
A 470 nm (blue) LED was used as the illumination source. The blue light
was collimated and reflected off a holed mirror into the same objective in a
dark-field geometry. The light entering through the sides of the objective was
collected back from the center and passed through the hole in the holed mirror.
The reflected light was then focused onto the CCD plane with the help of an
infinity-corrected lens. A bandpass filter for 470 nm was used to allow only blue
LED light though, hence avoiding saturation by the more intense green laser.
However, since visualization of the green laser spot is necessary to position the
sample, the filter F was tilted slightly to allow 0.1% of the laser light through.
The CCD used in the setup was a Point Grey Flea3 USB3 (FL3-U3-13Y3M-C)
with a quantum efficiency of 61% at 525 nm. The lenses were chosen such that
the surface area of the sensor was filled approximately with 2000 µm2 of the
sample plane.

Stabilization system

Stabilization of the system plays an important role in an experiment where
sensitivity is very high. A small disturbance can amplify noise in the measured
spectra exponentially. As a first step, the entire optical layout was arranged
on air suspension stabilizers with active stabilization. The positioning of the
sample was performed using a triple axis Newport XPS Q8 motion controller.
A closed feedback loop with PID controllers was used to actively stabilize
the stage with a maximum noise level of no more than 10 nm. Since the
diffraction limit of the 532 nm green laser is ≈260 nm, a 10 nm noise in the
sample position represents less than a 5% error in the position of the sample. A
much larger error arises from external factors, such as vibrations and thermal
instabilities. To reduce the drift due to these external factors, a continuous
feedback system is used, whereby the stage corrects its position based on the
reference image of part of the sample. However, this only works in the x and y
directions—that is, in the plane of the sample. To correct for the instabilities
in the focus plane, a small portion of the Rayleigh peak is deflected from a
beamsplitter and focused onto a photodiode through a pinhole. By scanning
the z-stage at regular intervals, we are able to find the point of maximum
amplitude, which corresponds to the position of the z-stage at the focal plane.
The sample stage was placed directly above a customized magnet (GMW
Associates), which produced an oblique magnetic field. The calibration of the
magnet was performed at the focal point of the laser spot using a 3D-Hall
probe (Senis).
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TFPI

The interferometer is a commercially available six-pass TFPI with two Fabry-
Pérot pairs (TFP-1 from Table Stable). The beam back-scattered from the
sample after polarization filtering constitutes shifts in the energy of the photon
in the GHz range, as the magnon energies are typically in the GHz range.
Detection of such small frequency shifts with a high precision is so far only
possible with a high-end Sandercock-type interferometer, as mentioned above,
which has a measuring range from a few hundreds of MHz up to a THz,
depending on the distance between the FP mirrors. The high quality mirrors
used in the instruments suppresses the sidebands up to 10−15. The sample
beam is spatially filtered by focusing it through a pin hole (the input slit) and
then collimating it with a lens. The beam subsequently passes through each of
the mirror pairs three times. The etalons are actively stabilized by piezoelectric
actuators. FPIs work on the principle that, for a given mirror spacing d, only
those wavelengths λ that satisfy the condition

d =
1

2
pλ ∀p = 1, 2, 3, ... (1.17)

pass through, with other wavelengths being diminished. Spectrally filtered light
is detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD) (Count-10B, Laser Components
AB), which is a high sensitivity detector with a quantum efficiency of nearly
80%. The distance between the mirrors are scanned by piezos, and each spacing
corresponds to a particular wavelength channel. The shift in frequency is then
calculated by letting the reference light through, and calculating the mirror
distance corresponding to the transmission of the reference light. The entire
scanning stage holding the two mirrors is placed on piezoelectric stabilizers
to reduce external noise. Finally, the coordinated operation of this complex
system is controlled by a software solution from THATec Innovation.

1.2.5 High repetition-rate femtosecond laser setup
To excite dynamics in the magnetization of thin film, we have integrated
the existing µ−BLS setup with a high repetition rate femtosecond pulsed
laser capable of scanning spatially on the surface of the sample (as shown in
Figure 1.9). The pulsed laser is directed through a set of lenses and a pair of
galvomirrors to enable lateral movement of the laser spot on the sample. The
pulsed laser is focused using the same objective as the green laser. A small
portion of the laser that is reflected back through the objective is directed to
the camera to visualize the laser spot.

Pump laser setup

A commercially available Ti:Sa Taccor Power laser with 1 GHz repetition rate
was procured (Laser Quantum). The laser pulse duration was measured to be
30 fs, and the maximum average power of the laser was 2 W. A broadband
Faraday isolator was used to block reflections back into the laser cavity. An
achromatic λ

2−waveplate was mounted on a motorized rotational holder to
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Figure 1.9: Pump system using a GHz repetition rate femtosecond pulsed
laser. FI: Faraday isolator; W: λ/2 waveplate; P: polarizer; L1−4: scanning lens
systeml and DM: dichroic mirror. Using the galvomirrors and the lens system,
the angle of incidence of the light onto the aperture of the objective can be
controlled, and can hence control the relative position of the pump spot with
respect to the probe spot.

be used in combination with the Faraday isolator to control the power of the
laser.

Scanning laser optics

The scanning system is a set of four lenses and a pair of mirror galvanometers.
The four lenses were arranged so that the image plane of the first two lenses
was exactly at the center of the pair of Galvo mirrors, and also formed a
conjugate plane with the plane of the objective entrance slit and the last two
lenses. In this way, the angle of the input beam at the entrance slit was slightly
tilted without altering the beam divergence or the diameter. The small change
in the tilt reciprocates as a change in the lateral position of the pump laser
spot. Calculations show that the maximum change in the angle of the focused
beam is less than 1◦ from the normal incidence. Hence, the change in the
k-vector of the incident beam for a lateral displacement of 10 µm on the sample
is negligible. Additionally, the beam diameter can also be changed using the
two lenses before the mirror galvanometers. The lateral motion of the laser
spot was well calibrated using a calibration target, consisting of a grid pattern
of 5×5 µm2 islands of Au with a height of 50 nm on a sapphire substrate. This
pattern was etched using EBL in order to achieve high precision cuts for the
edges of the islands.
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1.2.6 Automation of data acquisition
Finally, to control and perform automated measurements, we used a server-
based software solution (THATec Innovation). All the instruments are con-
trolled individually by separate programs in LabVIEW, and each instrument
can be connected to the main THATec:OS GUI operating system, which is
based on a server. The process can be structured simply by dragging and drop-
ping, allowing measurements to easily be automated on very fast timescales.
The software also allows data to be visualized and some basic analysis to be
performed. However, more detailed analysis was carried out later using Matlab
and OriginLab software.
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2
Spin wave emission using

frequency combs

In the search for compact, faster, and more energy efficient alternatives to
CMOS-based electronic devices, researchers have discovered new branches of
physics, such as spintronics, magnonics, and photonics. Magnonics is a very
young field with rich physics and an increasing number of novel phenomena.
It aims to control and manipulate SWs in ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and
antiferromagnetic materials that could be used for computing purposes by
designing NOR, XNOR, and other logic gates [28–31]. The magnetic exci-
tations are typically in the range of GHz frequencies in ferromagnetic and
ferrimagnetic materials, and in the THz range in antiferromagnetic materials,
thus allowing much faster device operation than conventional electronics. Since
the wavelength of the SWs can be orders of magnitude smaller than their
electromagnetic counterparts in the frequency range, it is possible to minimize
the size of these devices [28, 87].

SWs can be excited using a wide range of mechanisms. While the most
straightforward and conventional SW generation mechanism is that of an
externally applied microwave field using RF antennas [32–34], spin transfer-
torque and spin Hall effects generated by direct currents through nanodevices
have recently made it possible to generate truly short wavelength, highly
nonlinear, very high intensity SWs on the nanoscale [35–43]. A third, contactless
alternative is to excite SWs optically using focused femtosecond laser (fs-laser)
pulses, inducing rapid demagnetization [1, 88, 89] of the local magnetization [2,
3, 10, 90–93]. Single-pulse excitation schemes, where the system relaxes into
equilibrium before the arrival of the second pulse, have been studied extensively
in metals [3, 12–14, 44] and dielectrics [11, 45, 46]. The physical mechanism
for rapid demagnetization differs quite significantly in metals and insulators.
While rapid thermalization of the electrons occur in the former, the inverse
Faraday effect (IFE)/photomagnetic effect is dominant in the latter.

SWs are emitted about ≈1–2 ns after the arrival of the pump pulse, and
typically have a decay time constant of a few nanoseconds. Traditional pump-
probe measurements have been carried out with a repetition rate of 80 MHz or
lower, where the time duration between the two pulses is 12 ns or more. SWs
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excited using such low repetition rate lasers will be damped out before the
arrival of the next pulse. One way to avoid this is to use two identical pump
lasers, such that the time between two consecutive pulses can be tailored to
achieve coherent excitation. The first attempts to do this [47–49] have shown
that, when the phase of the light matches that of the spin wave, the amplitude
is doubled by constructive interference. On the other hand, when the phase
is off by 90◦, destructive interference leads to quenching of the spin wave
amplitude. However, the overall duty cycle was not improved.

A much simpler experimental approach is to increase the fs-laser repetition
rate to approach the time scale of the SW decay. Frequency-comb fs-lasers
with GHz repetition rates have recently become commercially available, and
the earliest studies of high repetition rate SW excitations in thick extended
iron-garnet films have been reported [15, 16]. Using the inverse Faraday effect
for excitation with a 10 µm laser spot, and a conventional time-resolved
magneto-optic Kerr effect (TR-MOKE) pump-probe technique for detection,
the authors were able to demonstrate coherently amplified excitation of SWs
whose phase relation matched the time between consecutive pulses.

Most all-optical studies conducted so far have used stroboscopic pump-probe
techniques, such as TR-MOKE or the Faraday effect, to study the immediate
SW response after each individual pulse. However, time-averaged techniques,
such as Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) microscopy, have been inadequate due
to the low duty cycle. Most TR-MOKE experiments yield a highly resolved
temporal picture of the coherent evolution of the magnetic state, but could
not detect either incoherent (e.g., thermal) magnons or other excitations, such
as phonons. BLS microscopy, on the other hand, is an extremely versatile
and sensitive technique, with a very wide frequency range, good spectral
resolution, simultaneous detection of coherent and incoherent dynamics, and
high wavevector resolution [63, 94–96]. As an added benefit, this also allows for
simultaneous detection of both magnetic and nonmagnetic excitations (such
as phonons) with the same frequency and spatial resolution [97]. It would thus
be highly advantageous to use BLS microscopy to study fs-laser-induced SW
excitations, which would require a higher duty cycle, i.e. much shorter time
in-between laser pulses.

2.1 Frequency-comb-enhanced BLS Microscopy

Manuscript I: BLS microscopy has already been discussed in Sec. 1.2.4. BLS
is a highly sensitive technique for measuring acoustic phonons and magnons
in many different research areas, a fact which increases the complexity of the
instrument. The small frequency shifts (from MHz to GHz), as well as low
scattering cross-sections in the case of magnetic transitions, requires an ultra-
narrow spectral filter with strong suppression of the side bands. A Sandercock
type six-pass TFPI is the standard instrument capable of such a measurement
with long integration times. Other faster techniques include highly dispersive
virtual-image phase array spectrometers, where speed is achieved at the cost
of spectral range and sensitivity.
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Figure 2.1: Integrated pump–probe system using a CW green laser and a GHz
repetition rate femtosecond pulsed laser. W1 - Motorized waveplate, W2 -
halfwave plate, FI - Faraday Isolator, L - lenses, P - polarizer, DF - Dichroic
Filter, BS - beamsplitter, E - Etalon, PD - photodiode and GM - galvanometer.
An external magnetic field (Hext) is applied to the sample at an oblique angle.

Mode-locked femtosecond pulsed lasers has been vastly useful in Raman
spectroscopy and Brillouin spectroscopy for optical and acoustic phonons
respectively, leading to more sensitive and selective measurement techniques
such as stimulated Raman/Brillouin spectroscopy. However, to study magnons
using TFPI, pulsed lasers have not been very useful due to the low duty cycle
of the measurement using a low repetition rate fs-laser. With the advances
in frequency comb techniques, pulsed lasers with GHz repetition rates are
now available as turn-key operation units. Frequency-comb-enhanced BLS
microscopy is a unique technique combining the sensitivity of BLS microscopy
as well as the mode selectivity of using a femtosecond pulsed laser. Using this,
we are able to coherently excite enhanced vibrational and magnetic modes in
the sample that match the harmonics of the repetition rate.

Figure 2.1 depicts a complete optical layout of the frequency-comb-enhanced
BLS microscopy. The individual components have been described in Sec-
tions 1.2.4 and 1.2.5. It consists of a CW 532 nm laser (green lines) used
as a probe. The inelastically back-scattered light is directed to the TFPI for
further analysis. The pump laser system (red lines) is intertwined with the
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with long integration times. Other faster techniques include highly dispersive
virtual-image phase array spectrometers, where speed is achieved at the cost
of spectral range and sensitivity.
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Figure 2.1: Integrated pump–probe system using a CW green laser and a GHz
repetition rate femtosecond pulsed laser. W1 - Motorized waveplate, W2 -
halfwave plate, FI - Faraday Isolator, L - lenses, P - polarizer, DF - Dichroic
Filter, BS - beamsplitter, E - Etalon, PD - photodiode and GM - galvanometer.
An external magnetic field (Hext) is applied to the sample at an oblique angle.
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as well as the mode selectivity of using a femtosecond pulsed laser. Using this,
we are able to coherently excite enhanced vibrational and magnetic modes in
the sample that match the harmonics of the repetition rate.
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further analysis. The pump laser system (red lines) is intertwined with the
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BLS microscope and consists of a scanning system with four lenses and a pair
of galvanometer mirrors to control the relative distance between the focused
pump and the probe spots on the sample. A blue LED is used along with a
holed mirror to obtain a dark-field image of structured samples. The sample
is placed on a three-axis nanopositioning stage. A constant magnetic field of
up to 1 T (Hext) can be applied obliquely onto the sample using a customized
electromagnet. All components are connected and operated through a server
using automation solutions from THATec Innovation. More details on this can
be found in Manuscript I: in the thesis.

2.1.1 Calibration of galvanometer mirrors and the focal
position offset

The focal distance and the galvanometer mirrors were calibrated by the knife-
edge method [98] using an Au thin film with precisely cut edges. The calibration
sample is an array of 5× 5µm2 islands of Pt with a separation of 10µm from
center to center of adjacent islands. The etching was performed by EBL to
obtain a high-precision step function. The sample was carefully aligned under
the microscope and the beam scanned across the edge. The amplitude of the
Rayleigh scattered light thus acquired (by PD1 for green and PD2 for red in
Figure 2.1) is then the convolution of the step function with the Gaussian beam
profile of the laser. The focal plane is obtained by fitting the error function
for all the scan measurements along x and y directions for different z, and
extracting the minimum beam waist, as shown in the Figure 2.2 (a). The spot
diameter at the best focus was found to be 313±11 nm for the green laser and
an average of 716±146 nm for the red laser, owing to the ellipticity of 1.07 of
the pulsed laser beam.

Figure 2.2: a. Measurement of beam waist using a knife-edge method with a
home-fabricated sample shown in the inset for different values of z. The plot
in the inset shows the error function for one such scan. b. Calibration of the
galvanometer mirrors using the same calibration sample, showing the reflection
signal as a function of the voltage applied to the motors.
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To calibrate the voltage supplied to the galvanometer mirror, we used
the calibration sample described earlier to measure the lateral movement of
the pump beam spot corresponding to a given voltage applied to the mirrors.
Figure 2.2 (b) shows the amplitude of reflection when the laser was scanned
over the matrix of islands. The first derivative of the signal was used to measure
the voltage corresponding to a given distance accurately. A maximum thermal
drift of 53 nm/◦C was estimated, which in practice affects long measurements.

2.2 Sustained k–vector Selective Emission of
Spin Waves in NiFe Thin Films

Manuscript II: Earlier in this chapter, we discussed how the emission, ma-
nipulation, and detection of SWs are the key elements of magnonics. Optically,
few experiments have used used GHz repetition rate fs laser pulses to emit
sustained SWs [15, 16]. These measurements on insulating doped-YIG films
with thicknesses close to several microns and spot sizes up to 10 µm are im-
practical for shrinking the size of magnonic devices and integrating them with
conventional electronics. Although the pioneering works are commendable,
they raise a number of intriguing questions that we would like to address:
First, can GHz repetition rate fs-lasers be used to efficiently excite continuous
SWs in metallic thin films, which are easily integrable in CMOS based devices?
Second, in contrast with TR-MOKE, can a time-averaged technique such as
BLS be used? Third, is it possible to excite both propagating and localized
spin wave modes? Finally, how does the dependence of the SW amplitude on
pump power look? In this section, we take a look at the results that answer
these questions.

2.2.1 k–vector selective spin wave emission
The typical field-dependent thermal magnon spectrum for a 20 nm permalloy
thin film on a sapphire substrate with a dielectric capping layer, in the presence
of an oblique field, follows the Kittel-like curve given by Eq. 1.6. Since BLS
is an extremely sensitive technique, we can easily measure the broadband
FMR spectrum of NiFe above the spin wave band gap containing a wide
range of wavevectors. However, since we are focusing the light down to the
diffraction limit, in order to increase the spatial resolution, we are limited
both in terms of the range of the wavevector and its resolution. With a 0.7
N.A. objective, we achieved a maximum cone angle of 49◦ for the light focused
on the sample. This corresponds to a maximum k-vector (kmax) of the SW
detectable using this setup of 17.8 rad/µm, or a minimum wavelength (λmin)
of 350 nm. Figure2.3 (a) shows the thermal magnon spectrum with respect to
the applied field strength (H) with the pump laser switched off (0 mJ/cm2).
The solid white line is the theoretically calculated FMR frequency as a function
of field, which coincides well with the onset of the BLS signal. The dotted line
represents the calculated wavevector cut-off. On exciting the sample with the
high-repetition rate pulsed laser (pump fluence of 1.8 mJ/cm2) and probing
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Figure 2.3: a. Thermal magnon spectrum measured using BLS microscopy
(without pulsed excitation), showing the onset of FMR frequency and the
maximum k-vector cut-off limits calculated theoretically. b. With a GHz
repitition-rate laser to pump the sample at a fluence of 1.8 mJ/cm2, we can
observe strong enhancement of thermal modes with frequencies matching the
harmonics of the pulsed laser [17].

the same spot as the pump, we observe a strong enhancement of the SW modes
that match the harmonics of the repetition rate of the fs-laser, as shown in
Figure 2.3 (b). The strongest harmonics are an order of magnitude greater
than the thermal magnon signal at the same frequency. By tuning the strength
of the applied field, we can choose to coherently amplify specific wavevectors
of the broadband SW regime. It can also be observed that specific modes lying
in the SW band gap can be amplified using femtosecond laser pulses. Later we
will investigate the propagating or localized characteristics of these different
modes.

2.2.2 Dependence of SW amplitude on the power of the
pump laser

The energy transferred by a fs-laser pulse to a metal instantaneously creates
an ensemble of hot electrons, which rapidly thermalizes at an elevated electron
temperature, dissipating heat into the spin and lattice systems, as described
in Sec. 1.1.4. The system then relaxes by emitting SWs in the picosecond
timescale. To determine the effect of laser pump power on SW amplitude,
we plotted the BLS spectrum at five different average powers of the pump
laser (Fig. 2.4 a). At 0 mW, only the thermal magnon spectrum is seen. The
signal in the SW band gap is just the dark-field counts of the detector in the
interferometer. At around 8 GHz, the onset of the broadband FMR signal can
be seen. Enhancement of the 8 and 9 GHz harmonic modes appears at 5 mW
average pump power. At higher powers, we observe a nonlinear increase in
the SW amplitude of the 7, 8, 9 and 10 GHz modes, while the other modes
are not much enhanced. In Figure 2.4 b & c, it can be seen that most of
the modes excited at higher powers are localized to the pump spot, while the
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Figure 2.4: a. Spectra for different laser pump powers at 600 mT applied field.
b. A color plot of the SW amplitude vs. pump fluence at the center of the
pump spot and c. 1 µm away. d. Plot of mean BLS counts at the center and
1 µm away from the pump spot following Bloch’s T3/2 law (solid red line). The
dash–dotted green line represents a less good parabolic fit [17].
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modes at 8 and 9 GHz are propagating away from the pump region. While
the signal at the center of the pump region may be slightly contaminated by
nonlinear optical phenomenon, such as four-wave mixing, the signal away from
the center is purely magnetic. The temperature dependence of magnetization
should follow Bloch’s T3/2 law.

δMs = A
(
t3/2r − (tr + F )3/2

)
(2.1)

where F is the laser fluence, and A and tr are coefficients defined by the
magnetization Ms(T = 0), at Curie and room temperatures, and the heating
efficiency of the laser. As the SW amplitude should be linear in the demagneti-
zation pulse (δMs) and the BLS signal should be proportional to the square
of the SW amplitude, the BLS counts can be fit with the square of Eq. 2.1
to match the experimental data. In comparison to the perfect fit shown by
the solid red line in Figure 2.4 d, the green dash–dotted line (a parabolic fit
function) deviates significantly from the experimental data.

2.2.3 Propagation characteristics
Using a high resolution microscope and TFPI, we have directly mapped the
SW amplitude of all the modes simultaneously with high precision. A 2D
raster scan was performed on 20 nm thick NiFe film, isotropic in the plane.
We systematically altered the relative spacing between the pump and the
probe spots to reconstruct the SW amplitude map. As shown previously at
600 mT applied field, only the 8 and 9 GHz modes propagated in the direction
perpendicular to the in-plane component of the applied field. This corresponds
to Damon–Eschbach SWs. Figure 2.5 a plots the SW amplitude of all harmonic
modes as a function of the linear displacement between the pump and the
probe. The modes from 2-7 GHz and above 10 GHz are mostly localized.
The 8 GHz mode propagates up to 4 µm on either side, while the observed
propagation length for 9 GHz in the same direction is reduced to about 2 µm.
To calculate the SW decay length, we extracted the amplitude by performing a
multiple Lorentzian peak fit for indivdual spectra at each point on the sample
and plotted the log (BLS counts) as a function of the relative distance between
the pump and probe (Fig. 2.5 b). By fitting the profiles to an exponential
decay function of the form exp(−2x/ξ), where ξ is the SW propagation length,
we obtain ξ = 1.85 µm. It is worth noting that the SW decay rate, or the
damping constant, remains the same for all pump powers.

The 2D raster scan was performed for two different angles of Hin. Fig-
ure 2.5 c-f are the spatial profiles of the SW amplitude for the 7, 8, 9, and
10 GHz modes with Hin in the horizontal direction. The 7 and 10 GHz modes,
which are below and well above the ferromagnetic resonance frequency, are
localized to the pump region. The limitations in detecting high wavevector
SWs might be the reason for not being able to observe its propagating char-
acteristics. The 8 GHz mode, which matches the FMR frequency at 600 mT
applied field, shows strong propagation in the direction perpendicular to Hin.
This corresponds to the Damon–Eschbach SW dispersion relation. For the
9 GHz mode, which is a higher wavevector SW, we can observe subtle mode
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Figure 2.5: a. Linear profile of SW amplitude for different modes at 600 mT
applied field. b. Amplitude of the Lorentzian peak fit data extracted for 8 GHz
mode showing exponential decay for different pump powers. Extracted decay
length was 1.85 µm c-f. 2D SW amplitude maps for four different modes at
600 mT applied field with in-plane component horizontal and g-j, rotated by
30◦. k-n. Simulated area maps of the SW amplitude for 7, 8, 9, and 10 GHz
modes at 600 mT applied field [17].
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Parameter Value
Saturation magnetization (Ms) 781.75 kA/m
Exchange stiffness (Aex) 11.3 pJ/m
Damping constant (α) 0.01
Field strength (µ0H) 600 mT
OOP angle 82◦

Pump region (diameter) 800 nm

Table 2.1: Experimental parameters used in the micromagnetic simulation.

spreading. Further investigation into high wavevector SWs will be dealt with
in the sections ahead. By rotating the in-plane component of the applied field
by 30◦, we can observe (Figure 2.5 g-j) that the direction of propagation is
also rotated by the same angle. This gives us control over the direction of SW
emission, which is vital in magnonic and spintronic devices.

2.2.4 Micromagnetic simulations

Micromagnetic simulations were performed on a 5.12×5.12 µm2 permalloy
film of 20 nm thickness using Mumax3 [99]. To avoid the effects of finite
size, periodic boundary conditions were applied. The experimental parameters
used are given in Table 2.1. To recreate the effect of the pump laser used in
the experiment, we implemented instantaneous quenching of the magnetic
moments followed by a slower recovery, where the moments relax back to their
equilibrium. A Gaussian beam profile with a FWHM of 800 nm, as in the
experiment, was chosen as the area of excitation. The sequence was repeated
at a clock frequency of 1 GHz by adding or subtracting the demagnetization
tensor corresponding to the magnetization state at both the demagnetized and
the recovered states. The number of magnons (N ) per unit volume (density
of magnetic moments carried by spin waves), at a certain frequency ω, was
extracted from the results of simulations using Eq.(S19) in [100],

N(ω) =
Ms

2µB
m∗(ω) · [m0 × m(ω)] , (2.2)

where m0 is a unit vector in the direction of the equilibrium magnetization,
and m(ω) the dynamic magnetization in Fourier space. Our micromagnetic sim-
ulations show almost perfect quadratic dependence of the magnon population
at 8 GHz on the induced demagnetization δM .

The simulation results agree well with the experimentally measured spatial
profiles of the different spin wave modes. The 2D maps of the SW amplitude in
Figure 2.5 k-n correspond to the theoretically calculated 7, 8, 9, and 10 GHz
modes. As described previously, the 8 GHz mode, whose frequency matches
with the FMR frequency of the system, propagates the most in the direction
perpendicular to Hin.
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2.3 Spin Wave Caustics
Manuscript III: A point source in an isotropic material radiates energy
uniformly in all directions. In contrast, an anisotropic medium has different
directions for phase and group velocities. The energy from a point source
may thus be focused in specific directions. These focused energy beams, called
caustics, were first observed in optics, where envelopes of light rays are formed
by refraction and reflection from curved surfaces [101, 102]. This phenomenon
has found application in studies of stress intensity factors in transparent mate-
rials using the shadow optical method [103–106]. Self-focusing of propagating
phonons was observed in anisotropic continuous media as a result of the cre-
ation of nondiffractive beams [107–109]. In dark matter physics, observables
such as gravitational lensing [110] and annihilation radiation [111] are known
to have had a positive impact due to caustics.

The self-focusing of SWs has been studied in detail theoretically [112–114],
and also experimentally demonstrated in structured YIG films [115–117], where
SWs are induced by a microwave antenna into a narrow waveguide, which
opens into a broader magnetic film area at the other end. In such cases, the
point at which the SW waveguide meets the extended film acts as a point
source, leading to caustic patterns. Similar effects have also been observed in
structured NiFe thin films [118]. Recently, several demonstrations of SW signal
splitters [119] have been shown, using sample geometries similar to the one
mentioned above.

A major drawback of the above method is the necessity of fabricating
micro-structures, which confines the SW point source to a single position and
allows less freedom to move around the sample. We can alleviate this problem
by using an optically manifested SW point source that can produce caustic SW
beams. Here we use a femtosecond laser focused down to the diffraction limit,
acting as an ideal point source. The GHz repetition rate of the excitation is
faster than the energy dissipation of the magnons, thus providing a continuous
source of SWs. Finally, a BLS microscope allows us to measure all the SW
modes with different wavevectors simultaneously, with good spatial resolution
for estimating the angle between the caustic beam and the in-plane component
of the applied field.

2.3.1 X-shaped propagation of SWs
For the purpose of this study, we chose a small region between 400 and 850 mT
for the three modes at 7, 8, and 9 GHz (Figure 2.6 (S1)). As described
earlier, the maximum for each mode corresponds to that field value where
the FMR frequency of the sample matches the particular repetition harmonic.
At this point the propagation of SWs is strongest, is unidirectional, and is
perpendicular to the direction of Hin. This is shown in the area maps C4, B7
and A7 (Red outline) for the 7, 8, and 9 GHz modes respectively. Let us focus
on the area maps corresponding to the 8 GHz mode, which shows prominent
caustic behaviour. As we increase the field strength from this point (B8-B11),
the mode enters the SW band gap region, gradually becoming localized to the
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Parameter Value
Saturation magnetization (Ms) 781.75 kA/m
Exchange stiffness (Aex) 11.3 pJ/m
Damping constant (α) 0.01
Field strength (µ0H) 600 mT
OOP angle 82◦

Pump region (diameter) 800 nm

Table 2.1: Experimental parameters used in the micromagnetic simulation.
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N(ω) =
Ms

2µB
m∗(ω) · [m0 × m(ω)] , (2.2)
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Figure 2.6: S1: SW amplitude as function of field and mode frequency, focusing
mainly on the 7, 8, and 9 GHz modes. A1-A7:Area maps showing BLS counts
on color scale for the 7, B1-B11: 8, and C1-C4: 9 GHz modes at various field
strengths. Maps B3-B7 were replotted by compensating for the spin wave
decay in S2. Estimates of the caustic beam angle w.r.t the direction of Hin
are mentioned.

pump spot and eventually vanishing. With decreasing field however, the mode is
pushed into the high wavevector region (B3-B6), thus changing the wavevector
and consequently the spatial profile of the particular mode. We clearly see
X-shaped patterns where the propagation angle w.r.t Hin decreases with field.
The box highlighted in yellow shows BLS intensity of decay-compensated
amplitude of the spin wave, for better visibility of the caustic beams. This is
done by multiplying the intensity at each point by square of the distance form
the pump spot. The dashed white lines are visual guides giving an estimation
of the propagation angle. The angle changes from ≈66◦ for B3 to 74◦ for B6.
The weaker SW intensity in subplots B1 and B2 of Figure 2.6 are due the
decreasing efficiency of both the excitation and the BLS detection at higher
wavevectors. Similar caustic behaviour can be seen for the 7 and 9 GHz modes.

2.3.2 Isofrequency curves and theoretical calculation of
propagation angles

To calculate the propagation angle of the SWs, we need to first plot the
isofrequency curves for the corresponding SW modes. Consider a point source
with characteristic size r in a continuous medium with anisotropic properties.
This can emit waves with all wavevectors (k) up to ∼ 1/r and group velocities
(vgr), defined by a dispersion relation as vgr = 2π∇f(k). If the surface of the
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Figure 2.7: a)–c) Isofrequency curves for 8 GHz at different applied fields. The
caustic points defined by Eq. (4) are shown by green dots, while the directions
of the caustic beams are indicated by the darker arrows. c) shows the preferred
direction of the emitted SWs for high field, where there is no caustic X-shaped
pattern; d) Caustic beam angle vs. applied magnetic field.

emitted frequency f0(k) (isofrequency surface) contains “flat” regions, then
all waves with wavevectors in this region will have the same direction of vgr,
leading to the formation of high-intensity unidirectional beams [120, 121]. A
detailed theoretical analysis of caustic SW beams in a thin magnetic film is
presented in [117], which we follow here.

The magnon dispersion relation, following a simplified version of Eq. (45)
from [122] for SWs in the plane of a thin magnetic film, is:

f =
γµ0

2π

√
(Hint +Msl2exk

2)(Hint +Msl2exk
2 +MsF0),

F0 = P0 + cos2 θint[1− P0(1 + cos2 φ)+
+Ms(P0(1− P0) sin2 φ)/(Hint +Msl

2
exk

2)],

where P0 = 1− (1− exp(−kL)), lex =
√
2A/(µ0M2

s ), and Hint and θint define
the strength and OOP angle of the internal field; these can be found using the
solution to the magnetostatic problem mentioned in Eq. 1.7 in Sec. 1.1.1.

The parameters mentioned in Tab. 2.1 are used to calculate the isofrequency
curves plotted in Figure 2.7 (a-c). The frequency of magnons vs. wavevector
components kx = k sinφ and ky = k cosφ, is shown in these contour plots. Next,
we extract the isofrequency line kx = g(f, ky) for the frequency of excitation
f = 8 GHz, which is shown by the red line in Figure2.7. The condition for a
caustic beam is represented mathematically as:

∂2g(f, ky)/∂k
2
y = 0, (2.3)

from which we can extract the wavevectors of the caustic beams kc, represented
by green dots on Figure 4a and 4b. The group velocities, and thus the direction
of propagation of the caustic beams are perpendicular to the isofrequency line
at these points, which can be written as π/2 − φc = arctan(∂g(f, ky)/∂ky).
The direction of propagation is shown by the green arrows. The propagation
angle φ is defined by the direction between the in-plane component of the field,
Hin, and the wavevector, k.
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The wavevector of the caustic beam decreases with increasing field (see
Fig. 2.7d), until at some point kx → 0. At this point, the condition in Eq. (2.3)
can no longer be satisfied for this particular isofrequency curve and, as a
consequence, the caustic beam ceases to exist. Instead, the isofrequency curve
shows a nonzero second derivative everywhere, as illustrated by the green
arrows in Figure 2.7c. With the given simulation parameters at H � 0.69 T,
we cannot find a solution for the caustic beam condition. For higher fields, the
slope of the isofrequency curve becomes very small. Due to the symmetry of
the propagation direction for positive and negative kx, the SWs are emitted
primarily in the y direction, as we observed above from the BLS spatial maps.

In conclusion, we have described a unique experimental femto-BLS tech-
nique that combines a pump setup consisting of a GHz repetition rate femtosec-
ond pulsed laser with a sensitive BLS microscope as the probe. The combined
technique is quite fast and sensitive, and can be used to excite and detect
sustained coherent SWs. Finally we have studied various properties of the
excited SWs, such as field dependence, power dependence, and propagation
characteristics. A thorough study of caustic propagation of SWs was also
conducted, making use of the versatility of the measurement technique.
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3
Spin Hall nano-oscillator

arrays

Nano-oscillators based on STT are unique devices that have potential applica-
tions in future CMOS compatible communication devices. In this chapter we
will take a look into nano-constriction based SHNOs that are easily tunable,
and have been studied extensively [123–130]. The nonlinearity in the system
is known to aid mutual synchronization of several closely spaced oscillators.
Early proposals for synchronization of multiple oscillators were suggested
to improve output power and signal coherence in STNOs and SHNOs [131,
132] as compared to the conventional microwave oscillators. In STNOs, mu-
tual synchronization via propagating spin waves has been demonstrated [39,
133–135]. Mutual synchronization of SHNOs have been studied extensively
in 1-dimensional chains [63]. Up to 21 oscillators in a single chain have been
successfully synchronized until now.

In this chapter, we target the characterization of 2D arrays of SHNOs.
Multiple factors, such as easier fabrication procedures, enhanced nonlinearity,
and easy optical access to individual oscillators, make SHNO arrays more prac-
tical than STNO arrays. However, a large parameter space in terms of device
layout, bias current, field magnitude and angle and temperature encourages a
detailed analysis of such devices. The phenomenon of synchronization has been
observed in various instances in nature, starting from fireflies and circadian
rhythms to hippocampal activity in the nervous system [136–138]. Although
technological implementations of the synchronization phenomena have been
achieved using arrays of micro-mechanical oscillators, Josephson junctions or
STNOs [39, 63, 139–143], the power consumption and size of these devices
are larger than the natural counterparts. We show here a direction towards
achieving potential neuromorphic computers and IMs using spin Hall nano-
oscillators and the phenomenon of synchronization along with phase locking
using external microwave signals. As part of this thesis we focus mostly on the
optical detection of magnetization dynamics for various operating conditions
of the oscillators.

The detailed fabrication procedure of a single SHNO is given in Sec. 1.2.1.
For a SHNO array the design layout is drawn carefully to match the mode-
expansion properties of localized SW mode [81] for a given set of experimental
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Figure 3.1: a. Schematic representation of a 4×4 array of SHNOs. The green
arrows on top of the oscillators represents precessing magnetic moments. The
inset contains an SEM image of a 2×2 array showing all the design parameters
(w,p and l. b. power spectral density (PSD) map of bias current vs frequency
at 680 mT applield field. The solid line represents a synchronized state and
the dashed line represents unsynchronized state [144].

conditions. Each array was defined by three important parameters: i) constric-
tion width (w), ii) pitch size (p) which is the distance between the center to
center distance between adjacent SHNOs in a row or the distance between two
adjacent rows, and iii) lateral shift (l) which is the lateral shift between two
adjacent SHNOs in a column. Different values of w and p were chosen to control
the coupling strength between the oscillators and l was chosen accordingly to
have maximum overlap of the SW modes. Arrays ranging from 2×2 to 10×10
oscillators were fabricated with 4 different combinations of (w,p): (50,100),
(80,140), (120,200), and (120,300). Fig. 3.1 a shows the layout of a 4×4 array of
SHNOs with the coordinate system showing the direction of charge current and
field angle (both IP and OOP). A tri-layer of NiFe(3nm)/Hf(0.5nm)/Pt(5nm)
(color coded as blue, red and gray respectively) was used on high resistivity
silicon substrate. The inset of Fig. 3.1 shows an SEM image of a 2×2 array
depicting the width(w), pitch size(p) and lateral shift(l).

3.1 Mutual synchronization of arrays

3.1.1 Electrical measurements
Manuscript IV: Basic characterization of the arrays was performed by ac-
quiring the electrical spectrum by sweeping the bias current over a range of
values. The applied field strength was fixed to be 680 mT at an angle of 76◦
OOP and 30◦ IP. Most arrays with smaller pitch size and width were found to
achieve synchronized state quite easily. However, for the largest pitch size and
width, only 2×2 arrays were found to achieve a robust synchronized state. For
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larger arrays the coupling is weaker and the oscillators are not synchronized
anymore.

Here we present a detailed electrical and optical analysis for a 4×4 array
of SHNOs. With 680 mT applied field at OOP angle θ = 82◦ we could obtain
a power spectral density (PSD) measurement as shown in Fig. 3.1 b. We can
clearly see 4 different modes from the 16 oscillators at low current, which suggest
that either the rows (horizontal) or the columns (vertical) are synchronized.
It is noteworthy that at higher OOP angles, the mode expansion is stronger
as predicted by Ref. [81]. This aides the synchronization of the SHNOs in the
direction of the current. As we go to higher currents, the 4 synchronized chains
combine to form one synchronized mode with higher output power and lower
linewidth.

3.1.2 Optical measurements
To better discern the spatial features of the different modes, we performed a
raster scan of the largest 4×4 array (w = 120 nm; p = 300 nm) using BLS
microscopy. The operating points were chosen such that unsynchronized and a
synchronized modes are studied to observe their contrasting behaviour. At I
= 6 mA; H = 680 mT as marked by the dashed line in Fig. 3.1 b there are
4 different modes which are most likely the 4 chains along the direction of
current that are synchronized. The two lower modes are separated by around
20 MHz and the two upper modes follow a similar behaviour. The upper and
lower modes are however separated by around 100 MHz which is close to the
frequency resolution of the BLS microscope. A complete robust synchronization
is seen at I = 7.8 mA; H = 680 mT as marked by the solid line Fig. 3.1 b.
The measured electrical output power at this point is much higher than the
unsynchronized output.

Several experimental challenges need to be overcome to perform a reasonably
good optical measurement. First, the optical resolution of the instrument is
close to 300 nm which is slightly larger than the pitch size of the 4×4 array. A
measurement with 60 nm step size between two consecutive points provides
best possible image. However, due to minor mechanical drifts and low probe
power during the measurement the closest SHNOs cannot be resolved very
well. Second, the substrate used in the measurement is a high resistive silicon
substrate which shows a photovoltaic effect. Additionally, since the sample is
metallic, heating of the sample with laser irradiation is unavoidable. Hence,
using higher laser power to obtain larger signal-to-noise ratio is not favourable.
Laser heating also breaks the synchronization. An optimal power of 500 µW
was used to minimize the laser induced effects as well as improving the optical
signal. Third challenge is the aging of the devices. Since each area map takes
slightly longer than 6 hours with optimal measurement conditions, the speed
of measurement directly affects the quality of the image and the lifetime of
the devices.

Fig 3.2 shows the area maps obtained for linear mode (or FMR), and other
non-linear auto-oscillation (AO) modes discussed earlier. The area map of
broadband FMR mode which is significantly weaker than the AO modes is
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Fig 3.2 shows the area maps obtained for linear mode (or FMR), and other
non-linear auto-oscillation (AO) modes discussed earlier. The area map of
broadband FMR mode which is significantly weaker than the AO modes is
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Figure 3.2: a-d. Represents 2D maps of magnetization dynamics for 4×4 array
of SHNOs for different modes a. FMR, b & c. unsynchronized mode corre-
sponding to the dashed line in Fig. 3.1(b), d. synchronized mode corresponding
to the solid line in 3.1(b) plotted in log scale. e-h. shows the BLS spectrum
with the red lines showing the range of frequencies chosen for the corresponding
area map above it.

shown in Fig 3.2 a The map is plotted for the frequency region denoted in
Fig 3.2 e Since the measurements for synchronized and unsynchronized AO
modes are done along the same 2D grid with active stabilization of the stage
using image recognition, we used the FMR map to fix the outline of the sample
(in white lines) on the area map approximately. In Fig 3.2 b & c, two parts
of the unsynchronized regime are plotted separately. The lower part of the
spectrum, which corresponds to the lower modes in Fig. 3.1 b is localized
around the outer most chains A and D in the device, while the upper modes are
located closer to the center where the two central chains B and C are. Since the
frequency resolution of the BLS microscope is close to 100 MHz, the different
modes cannot be resolved well in the spectrum shown in Fig 3.2 f & g For
the synchronized mode, operating at higher mode frequency, all the oscillators
are operating at a single frequency. The BLS map in Fig 3.2 d plotted on
a logarithmic color scale shows an expanded mode clearly encompassing all
the oscillators. The counts present in the holes in the sample are due to the
overlapping measurements, since we use a 350 nm diameter beam with a 60 nm
step size for scanning. From the results discussed above we can get the first
indication that the SHNOs along the chains A, B, C & D synchronize first and
the different chains synchronize at higher currents.

For a more conclusive proof that the SHNOs in a chain synchronize first
we performed line scans along the row and column of a 4×4 array as shown
in Figs.3.3 c and e, respectively. The corresponding BLS maps are shown in
Fig.3.3 b, and d. The operating point was chose such that 4 AO modes are
shown as in Fig.3.3 a. Each mode (1,2,3 & 4) corresponds to a synchronized
chain (A,B,C,& D). The BLS maps along the row (Fig.3.3 b) shows a change
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Figure 3.3: a. PSD plot of a 4×4 array with (w, p) = (120, 300). b. The BLS
map of the line scan along the row c. as denoted by the red arrow in the
horizontal direction. d. BLS map of the line scan along the column e. as
denoted by the arrow in the vertical direction [144].

in the mode frequency as the laser is scanned across the oscillators. This
immediately confirms that the oscillators in the row are not synchronized. As we
scan along a single chain, the BLS map (Fig.3.3 d) shows a constant operating
frequency throughout, which suggests that the oscillators are synchronized.
In conclusion the coupling along the chains (exchange + dipolar) is stronger
compared to the coupling between the chains (only dipolar), which is likely
also why the arrays with larger pitch size fail to synchronize.

3.2 Neuromorphics using SHNO arrays
Neural activity is one of the fastest, most efficient processes occurring in a
natural system. To mimic the neural activity artificially is a challenging task.
Several theoretical proposals have been made around the turn of 21st century
to use nonlinear oscillators [145–147] to design processors capable of handling
neuromorphic computing. A proof of concept of the theoretical study has been
demonstrated using memristors [148], superconducting oscillators [149] and
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Figure 3.4: a. Layout of different synchronization configurations (N1−4) with
inputs fA and fB for the b. 4×4 array showing the synchronized chains (N1−4).
c. PSD plot showing injection locked regions. d. The synchronization map
along with the color coded configurations [144].

very recently using magnetic tunnel junction based STNOs [64, 150]. Ref. [64]
deals with reservoir computing using 4 vortex oscillators connected electrically
in series. The device was used to recognize 7 different vowels spoken by 35
speakers. A linear combination of 12 frequency components in the spoken
vowels was used to map the input frequencies into two RF signals injected by
an antenna close to the STNO chain. When the frequency of the RF inputs
are close to the natural frequency of the STNOs, they are phase-locked to one
or both of the input signals. A 2D-synchronization map was created, where
specific synchronized regions in the map corresponds to specific vowels.

Due to the weak coupling between the STNOs and practical limitation of
creating a large number of wire-bonded STNOs, scaling up such a device is
quite challenging. In this work, we attempted to recreate the synchronization
map using our SHNO arrays, discussed in detail in Sec. 3.1. We used a 4×4
oscillator array to create the synchronization map where the the 4 synchronized
chains N1−4 represent 4 neurons operating at 4 different frequencies as shown
in Fig. 3.4 c. Two microwave signals, at frequency fA and fB (close to twice the
SHNO frequency fSHNO), were generated using two R&S SMB100A sources,
then combined using a mixer and finally fed into a circulator connected to
the prove to the device. By sweeping the frequency fA in a certain range, we
first observe that each synchronized chain gets phase-locked at a specific range
as shown in Fig. 3.4 c. The 2D synchronization map in Fig. 3.4 d is then
reproduced by sweeping both fA and fB . The color code represents different
configurations where the numbers represent the active chain phase-locked with
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the input signal represented by the letter. A total of 20 distinct regions are
mapped. Our demonstration indicates the possibility of carrying out reservoir
computing similar to Ref. [64] at frequencies up to 8.7 GHz which is about 25
times faster than the STNOs.

The coupling between the oscillators in the rows and columns play an
important role in the synchronization of the two-dimensional network of
interacting oscillators. Almost all proposals for using oscillator arrays for
different computation paradigms [139, 151–160] require a strong coupling
between these oscillators. A strong exchange and dipolar coupling that are
tunable by tuning the current and field applied in our SHNO array makes
them notable candidates to be used in neural networks. One such application
is to use the SHNO network based as Ising Machines to solve combinatorial
optimization problems, which we will look into in the next section.

3.3 A SHNO based Ising machine

Manuscript V: A large class of problems in computer science, known as non-
deterministic polynomial time (NP) problems, have an exponentially increasing
computation time with the number of variables. These problems manifest
themselves in real life scenarios such as business operations, manufacturing and
research, protein folding, image recognition, maximizing influence in a social
network, et cetera. A set of these problems are called combinatorial optimization
problems. Computing such problems using von-Neumann architectures is
both time and power consuming. Natural computing is one of the alternative
computing schemes where we can map the problem onto a physical system
and the solution is provided by the ground state energy of the system. Many
proposals for hardware that falls in the realm of natural computing have been
put forward.

Ising machines (IMs) are one such class of hardware, where the node
interactions (coupling) can be described by an Ising Hamiltonian and the
system relaxes into its ground state based on the coupling strength between
the nodes. The ground state then gives the solution to the problem which can
be achieved much faster in an IM than a traditional von-neumann computer.
Given the efficiency of an IM in solving combinatorial optimization problems,
multiple recent hardware architecture have been demonstrated using quantum
annealers [161, 162], CMOS annealers [163], nano-magnet network arrays [164],
electronic oscillators [151, 165], and laser networks [166–168]. D-Wave one
(Rainer) is the first quantum annealing processor implementing the Ising model
using 128 qbits. Later, its succesor D-wave 2000Q with 2048 qbits was used to
solve large scale Max-Cut problems. However, the requirement of cryogenic
facilities makes it inefficient both in terms of power consumption and cost.
Coherent Ising machines (CIM) using optical parametric oscillators (OPO)
[168–170] are room temperature alternatives. However, they are not scalable in
terms of size since CIMs require large infrastructure such as an optical table,
long optical fibres and are also hard to tune to different operating frequencies.
In 2018 Fujitsu announced its state-of-the-art field-programmable digital array
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(FPGA) with 8192 simulated qbits in a network. The superior connectivity in
this implementation makes it possible to deal with real-scale combinatorial
optimization problems. The main drawback however is the use of von Neumann
computing paradigm which is brute force computing algorithm rather than
using the nature of the physical system. It will therefore not scale well to much
larger sizes.

Recently non-linear oscillator-based IMs have been proposed [171] where
a network of coupled oscillators are used. The phase dynamics in such a
system minimizes the Lyapunaov function, which is a scalar function that
serves as a measure of the network stability. By pumping the network with a
microwave signal close to the second-harmonic frequency of the oscillator we
can injection lock the oscillators with binarized phase 0 or π. Under second-
harmonic injection locking (SHIL), the Lyapunov function translates into
Ising Hamiltonian and the network of non-linear oscillators can operate as
an IM. In Ref. [172] the authors demonstrate a prototype of 240 resistively
coupled oscillators achieving an unprecedented computation time of 1 ms for
an operating frequency of 1 MHz and consuming a meager 5 W of power.
The possibility of achieving significant increase in the processing speed and
integrating a larger number of oscillators is now limited by the Moore’s law for
CMOS based oscillators. Our network of SHNOs, as explained in the previous
sections, show robust synchronization properties within the network as well as
to external microwave sources. The strong, easily-tunable coupling between the
oscillators and GHz operating frequencies makes SHNO arrays an important
candidate for IM architectures.

We were able to show binarization of the phase states in a network of 1×2
and 2×2 SHNO arrays using electrical and optical measurements. We used SHIL
technique described in Sec. 3.2 by sweeping the power and frequency of the
injected signal and detecting the signal electrically using a spectrum analyser
More details about the electrical measurements can be found in Manuscript
V. In order to distinguish the phases of individual oscillators in the network,
we used a phase-resolved BLS miscroscope. In this experiment, two phase
locked signal generators operating at f and 2f, where f is close to oscillator
frequency, are used in parallel to modulate the light using an electro-optical
modulator (EOM) and to parametrically pump the SHNO array respectively.
The inelastically scattered light is carries the phase information of the oscillator
and the polarization is rotated by 90◦. The phase and the polarization of the
elastically scattered light is unaltered. By mixing the two beams using a high
extinction ratio polarizer and setting the angle such that equal intensity of the
elastic and inelastic light beam we can produce interference patterns whose
intensity translates directly into the phase of the oscillator. The combined light
beam is studied using TFPI.

By measuring the electrical output of the SHNO after parametrically
pumping the 1×2 array we observed clear hopping between two states of power.
Fig. 3.5 a shows the layout of the 1×2 array where the green dashed line
with an arrow represents the scan direction passing through the center of
SHNO 1 and SHNO 2. In Fig. 3.5 b & c the two SHNOs are out-of-phase by
180◦. Practically the two subfigures provide the same information. However,
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Figure 3.5: a. Layout of 1×2 array of SHNOs showing a dashed green line
representing the scan direction along the sample. b-e. Line scan of BLS counts
for a 1×2 array with a given phase relation (φ) between the light and the
microwave injection signal. f. Layout of a 2×2 array of SHNOs. g-j. Array
is in a low power state where the oscillators are out of phase by π. In k-n.
all the oscillators are in-phase representing a strong output. o-r. are extracts
of the peak amplitude of the individual spectra representing the unstable
intermediate state with three oscillators in-phase and one out-of-phase by 180◦.
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contrasting figures at φ = 90◦ and φ = 180◦ prove that the oscillators are
almost exactly π out-of-phase. Fig. 3.5 d & e represent the high power state
where the two oscillators are in-phase. The BLS line scans represent equal
intensity of the output for both SHNOs in this case. For φ = 90◦ the phase
of the oscillator matches with that of the light and hence a strong signal
is detected due to constructive interference. At φ = 270◦ the phase of the
oscillator and light differ by π and destructive interference causes close to zero
BLS counts. The minimum signal that is seen is due to a small error in the
polarization angle.

For 2×2 arrays we observed three different amplitudes of the electrical
output: i) High state, ii) low state, and iii) intermediate state. The high
and the low states are quite stable due to low susceptibility to external
disturbances and high coupling strengths. However, the intermediate state
is slightly unstable and the study of the same using BLS microscopy that
requires longer measurement times is harder. The different states are set by
adjusting the power of the injected microwave signal, magnetic field strength
as well as the bias current applied on the SHNO array. In Fig. 3.5 g & j,
the low state where oscillators 1 and 4 (the oscillator numbers are shown in
Fig. 3.5 f) are in phase and oscillators 2 and 3 are in phase but 180◦ out of
phase with 1 and 4 represented by 〈↓↑↑↓〉 can be seen. Alternatively one can
also observe energetically degenerate states which can be represented by 〈↑↑↓↓〉
or 〈↑↓↑↓〉. At the high state, all the oscillators are operating in phase 〈↑↑↑↑〉
thus giving a strong electrical output. An alternative measurement technique
is to measure the BLS counts above each individual constriction by sweeping
through the phase (φ) of the light. The plots for these measurements are shown
in Fig. 3.5 o-r The measured BLS counts is denoted by solid blue circles and
the red line represents a sinusoidal fit. SHNO 1, 2, and 4 are in phase while
SHNO 3 is 180◦ out of phase with the others. This proves that the array is
in an intermediate state with the phase configuration represented by 〈↑↑↓↑〉.
The intermediate state has four degenerate states and phase resolved BLS
measurements allows us to identify exactly which SHNO is out-of-phase with
the rest.

The above presented 2×2 SHNO array is an example of an oscillator-based
IM capable of solving minimization problems. By tuning the field strength
minimally, we can change the coupling strengths, consequently the phase
configuration and finally the power of the electrical output in the SHNO
array. These output levels can then be used to identify the different phase
configurations studied using phase-BLS measurements. For simple 2×2 SHNO
arrays it is easy to list all possible 24 solutions to the given optimization
problem. In case of lager arrays such as 10×10, there are 2100 possible solutions
which proves the computational power of IMs. The exact solution then depends
on the coupling strengths which is the Ising Hamiltonian of a given problem.
Controlling the individual coupling constants then becomes a key requirement
to map the given problem on to the IM. Our future steps are thus focused in
this direction so that a fully integrated SHNO based IM can be achieved.
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Conclusions and Outlook

As a premise of this thesis, it was established that light plays an important role
in both excitation and detection of non-linear magnetization dynamics. This
thesis has demonstrated both aspects. First, ultrashort laser pulses with a high
repetition rate was used to excite non-linear dynamics in magnetic thin films
and the resulting magnetization dynamics was studied using a sensitive BLS
setup capable of performing high spatial resolution measurements. Second,
SHNO arrays were excited electrically to achieve synchronized auto-oscillating
modes. The observed electrical output is limited in terms of getting an average
output signal from all the oscillators. To understand the behaviour of individual
oscillators, we performed phase and spatially resolved BLS measurements to
map the mode behaviour of individual oscillators and their phase states. A
proof of concept Ising Machine for possible applications using the same were
also demonstrated.

As we step into the ultrafast regime of magnetization dynamics, the elec-
tronic detection mechanisms are limited in terms of speed and spatial resolution.
In Chapter 1 & 2, the design of the unique all-optical pump-probe setup using
pulsed and continuous wave lasers has been described in detail. We have showed
that the way to overcome the low duty cycle effects of a time-averaged technique
such as BLS microscopy in pump-probe techniques is to use a high-repetition
rate (in GHz) femtosecond pulsed laser to achieve strong signal amplification
that can be read using µ−BLS. The integration of a scanning setup using a
set of 4 lenses placed precisely in the conjugate planes is vital to perform 2D
spatial maps of the excited magnetization dynamics. Using this setup we were
able to excite sustained coherent propagating spin waves in NiFe thin films.
The direction of propagation could be controlled by changing the orientation of
the magnetic field. By tuning the strength of the magnetic field, we observed
a caustic behaviour where the caustic angle could be tuned. Controlling the
emission of spin waves using light plays an important role in magnonics. So far
we have demonstrated emission of spin waves at a single spot in the sample.
Further steps would be to implement spatial a light modulator to shape the
laser beam at multiple spots and excite coherent spin waves in specific patterns.
Spin waves also form a medium of communication between STNOs and SHNOs
for synchronization. Hence studying the effects of laser induced spin waves
on these devices is a necessary step forward. Implementation of plasmonic
antennas to focus light below the diffraction limit is essential for technological
applications where size of the device matters.

In Chapter 3, the importance of synchronization in two dimensional ar-
rays of nano-oscillators and their application in practical non-Von Neumann
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thus giving a strong electrical output. An alternative measurement technique
is to measure the BLS counts above each individual constriction by sweeping
through the phase (φ) of the light. The plots for these measurements are shown
in Fig. 3.5 o-r The measured BLS counts is denoted by solid blue circles and
the red line represents a sinusoidal fit. SHNO 1, 2, and 4 are in phase while
SHNO 3 is 180◦ out of phase with the others. This proves that the array is
in an intermediate state with the phase configuration represented by 〈↑↑↓↑〉.
The intermediate state has four degenerate states and phase resolved BLS
measurements allows us to identify exactly which SHNO is out-of-phase with
the rest.

The above presented 2×2 SHNO array is an example of an oscillator-based
IM capable of solving minimization problems. By tuning the field strength
minimally, we can change the coupling strengths, consequently the phase
configuration and finally the power of the electrical output in the SHNO
array. These output levels can then be used to identify the different phase
configurations studied using phase-BLS measurements. For simple 2×2 SHNO
arrays it is easy to list all possible 24 solutions to the given optimization
problem. In case of lager arrays such as 10×10, there are 2100 possible solutions
which proves the computational power of IMs. The exact solution then depends
on the coupling strengths which is the Ising Hamiltonian of a given problem.
Controlling the individual coupling constants then becomes a key requirement
to map the given problem on to the IM. Our future steps are thus focused in
this direction so that a fully integrated SHNO based IM can be achieved.
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Conclusions and Outlook

As a premise of this thesis, it was established that light plays an important role
in both excitation and detection of non-linear magnetization dynamics. This
thesis has demonstrated both aspects. First, ultrashort laser pulses with a high
repetition rate was used to excite non-linear dynamics in magnetic thin films
and the resulting magnetization dynamics was studied using a sensitive BLS
setup capable of performing high spatial resolution measurements. Second,
SHNO arrays were excited electrically to achieve synchronized auto-oscillating
modes. The observed electrical output is limited in terms of getting an average
output signal from all the oscillators. To understand the behaviour of individual
oscillators, we performed phase and spatially resolved BLS measurements to
map the mode behaviour of individual oscillators and their phase states. A
proof of concept Ising Machine for possible applications using the same were
also demonstrated.

As we step into the ultrafast regime of magnetization dynamics, the elec-
tronic detection mechanisms are limited in terms of speed and spatial resolution.
In Chapter 1 & 2, the design of the unique all-optical pump-probe setup using
pulsed and continuous wave lasers has been described in detail. We have showed
that the way to overcome the low duty cycle effects of a time-averaged technique
such as BLS microscopy in pump-probe techniques is to use a high-repetition
rate (in GHz) femtosecond pulsed laser to achieve strong signal amplification
that can be read using µ−BLS. The integration of a scanning setup using a
set of 4 lenses placed precisely in the conjugate planes is vital to perform 2D
spatial maps of the excited magnetization dynamics. Using this setup we were
able to excite sustained coherent propagating spin waves in NiFe thin films.
The direction of propagation could be controlled by changing the orientation of
the magnetic field. By tuning the strength of the magnetic field, we observed
a caustic behaviour where the caustic angle could be tuned. Controlling the
emission of spin waves using light plays an important role in magnonics. So far
we have demonstrated emission of spin waves at a single spot in the sample.
Further steps would be to implement spatial a light modulator to shape the
laser beam at multiple spots and excite coherent spin waves in specific patterns.
Spin waves also form a medium of communication between STNOs and SHNOs
for synchronization. Hence studying the effects of laser induced spin waves
on these devices is a necessary step forward. Implementation of plasmonic
antennas to focus light below the diffraction limit is essential for technological
applications where size of the device matters.

In Chapter 3, the importance of synchronization in two dimensional ar-
rays of nano-oscillators and their application in practical non-Von Neumann
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computing was described. With the ever-increasing demand for faster and
smaller electronics, the study is timely and apt since SHNOs are potential
alternatives that are faster, smaller and more energy efficient than CMOS
based electronics. In this thesis, robust mutual synchronization of 2D arrays of
SHNOs was observed, where the oscillators in the chains (along the direction of
the current) are synchronized first and then the chains synchronize with each
other. Using injection locking of the indivdual chains, we demonstrated as a
proof of concept, that SHNO arrays can be used for neuromorphic computating.
Additionally, using phase-resolved BLS measurements and second harmonic
injection locking, we were able to demonstrate a SHNO based Ising Machine
where the computing is done by the interacting physical system. The BLS mea-
surements were able to distinguish all possible phase configurations in a 2×2
array of SHNOs for a given output power. Although SHNO arrays have proved
to be strong candidates for alternative computing paradigms, a few drawbacks
makes them not sufficient yet for applications. a. Output power of SHNO
arrays are lower than their CMOS counterparts by orders of magnitude b. lack
of control over individual oscillators and coupling strengths are essential to
map computational problems on to physical systems, c. Use of large magnetic
fields are practically inconvenient. Research addressing these challenges have
already begun where perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) based layers
are used to fabricate SHNOs along with an MTJ on top of each oscillator
to obtain strong electrical output. Controlling the individual oscillators and
coupling strengths can be done by applying voltage across the magnetic layer
to control different parameters and also simply by using laser to heat the
oscillator. In short, nonlinear magnetization dynamics will continue to play a
vital role in various fields such as spintronics, photo-magnonics, neuromorphics,
etc. Contactless emission and detection of such dynamics forms a core research
area where our results demonstrate the versatility of femto-BLS microscope
for its study.
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